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Report of the Portfolio Committee on Social Development on the Fourth Quarter 
Performance and Expenditure Report for 2021/22 of the Department of Social Development 
(DSD), Dated 19 October 2022 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

The Portfolio Committee on Social Development (hereinafter referred to as the Committee) 
having examined the Fourth Quarter Performance and Expenditure Report for 2021/22 of the 
Department of Social Development (hereinafter referred to as Department) on 07 September 
2022, reports as follows:  
 
2. MANDATE OF THE COMMITTEE 
 
The Committee’s mandate as prescribed by the Constitution of South Africa and the Rules of 
Parliament is to build an oversight process that ensures a quality process of scrutinising and 
overseeing the department’s action. It is to conduct oversight that is driven by the ideal of 
realising a better quality of life for all people of South Africa.  The Committee is also required to 
facilitate public participation, monitoring and oversight over the legislative processes relating to 
social development. In doing this, it also confers with relevant governmental and civil society 
organs on social development matters.  
 
The Committee also enhances and develops the capacity of its members to exercise effective 
oversight over the Executive Authority in social development.  It monitors whether the Department 
of Social Development fulfils its mandate according to priorities.   
 
It also has a mandate to perform the following: 

• Considers legislation referred to it; 

• Conducts oversight of any organ (s) of the state and constitutional institution(s) 
falling within its portfolio; 

• Facilitates appointment of candidates to entities; 

• Considers international agreements; and 

• Considers budget of department and entities falling within its portfolio. 
 
For the current medium term (2019 – 2024), the Committee’s oversight focuses on the 
department and its entities performance with regard to the implementation of the priorities set in 
the National Development Plan and in the Medium Term Strategic Framework. 
 
3. THE MANDATE OF THE DEPARTMENT 
 
The department derives its mandate from several pieces of legislation and policies, including the 
White Paper for Social Welfare (1997) and the Population Policy (1998), which sets out the 
principles, guidelines, policies and programmes for developmental social welfare in South Africa. 
The White Paper for Social Welfare has provided the foundation for social welfare in the post-
1994 era. 
 
The Constitutional mandate of the department is to provide sector-wide national leadership in 
social development by developing and implementing programmes for the eradication of poverty 
and social protection and development amongst the poorest of the poor and most vulnerable and 
marginalized.  
 
3.1 Policy priorities for the medium term  
 

• Priority 1: A Capable, Ethical and Developmental State 

• Priority 2: Economic Transformation and Job Creation 

• Priority 3: Education, skills and Health 

• Priority 4: Consolidating Integration, Human Settlement and Local Government 
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• Priority 5: Spatial Integration, Human Settlement and Local Government 

• Priority 6: Social Cohesion and Safe Communities 

• Priority 7: A better Africa and World 
 

3.2 National Development Plan (NDP) 
 
The abovementioned priorities are in line with the (NDP) vision 2030, which inter alia promotes 
social protection and is defined by:  
 

• Protective measures to save lives and reduce levels of deprivation;  

• Preventative measures which help people avoid falling deeper into poverty and reduce their 
vulnerability;  

• Promotive measures which enhance the capabilities of individual communities and 
institutions;  

• Transformative measures which tackle inequities through changes in policies, laws and 
budgets; and  

• Developmental and generative measures, which increase the poor’s consumption by 
promoting local economic development. 

 
3.3 Key strategic themes emerged from the State of the Nation Address (SONA) 2021, 
which have a bearing on the Department: 
 
The following key strategic themes emerged from SONA 2021, which have a bearing on social 
services sector: 
 

• Ending gender-based violence (GBV): The President noted that “ending gender-based 
violence is imperative if we lay claim to being a society rooted in equality and non-
sexism”. He made mention of the National Strategic Plan on Gender-based Violence and 
plans to strengthen the criminal justice system through the introduction of legislation, as 
well as reducing the backlog of gender-based violence cases. Over the next 3 years 
Government will allocate approximately R12 billion to implement the various components 
of the National Strategic Plan.  

 

• Extension of the Special COVID-19 Grant: SONA 2021 stated that COVID-19 has 
contributed to rising poverty and deepening inequality, with the country’s economy 6 
percent smaller in the third quarter of 2020 compared with the last quarter of 2019. 
Furthermore, there were approximately 1.7 million fewer people employed, and 
unemployment stands at 30.8 percent. Government’s social and economic relief 
package, introduced in April 2020, has identified R500-billion (10 percent of GDP) in 
measures to provide cash to poor households, provide wage support and provide relief to 
struggling businesses. As a result, a third of South Africa’s population, 18 million people, 
received additional grant payments, lifting more than 5 million above the poverty line. In 
this regard, the President announced that the period for Special COVID-19 Grant would 
be extended by a further three months.  

 

• Persons with disabilities: Government will forge ahead with providing greater 
opportunities for persons with disabilities to participate in the economy and in society in 
general.  

 

• Services aimed at children: SONA 2021 states that attention must be given to issues 
affecting children, including Early Childhood Development (ECD) planning and funding, 
protection against preventable diseases, and policy reform around child welfare and 
reducing violence against children. 
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4. OVERALL ASSESSMENT OF THE FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE  
 
The financial performance reported below was sourced both from the Department’s 
presentation to the Committee and from the National Treasury Fourth Quarter Expenditure 
Report.  
 
Figure 1: Adjusted budget appropriation for 2021/22 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Department received an overall allocation of R234.10 billion for the 2021/22 financial 
year, of which R234. billion was appropriated for transfers and subsidies. R222.7 billion of 
the transfers and subsidies expenditure (99.2 percent) was earmarked for households for 
social grants. About R8 billion was allocated for transfer to the South African Social 
Security Agency (SASSA) for administration of social grants, while R246.0 million to the 
National Development Agency (NDA). It spent R233.1 billion by the end of fourth quarter. 
The Department, through Programme 2, was allocated an additional funding of R26.2 billion 
towards the continuation of the SRD grant from 1 September 2021 until 31 March 2022.  
 
 
Table 1: Programme Expenditure per quarter as at 31 March 2022  
 

Overall allocation: 

R232.1 billion 

 

 

Programme 1: 
R474.9 million 

Programme 2: 

R224. 5 billion 

Programme 3: 

R8.1 billion 
Programme 4: 

R1.5 billion 

Programme 5: 

R366.4 million 
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Adjusted

Budget 

allocation

Total 

spending

Programme

Quarter 1

April –

June 2020

Quarter 2 Quarter 3

Quarter 4

Jan –

March 

2021

July – Sep

2020

Oct - Dec

2020
R'000

R’000 R’000

R’000 R’000

1:  Administration R474 797 R114 182 R111 239 R122 774 R124 075 R472 269 99.47%

2. Social

Assistance

R224 542

226

R52 121

387

R50 396

326

R61 160

508

R59 039

676

R222 717

897
99.19%

3.Social Security

Policy and

Administration

R8 072 401 R1 851 387 R1 862 887 R1 867 567 R2 470 407 R8 052 807 99.76%

4. Welfare

Services Policy

Development and

Implementation 

support 

R1 516 316 R299 061 R324 803 R390 806 R490 538 R1 505 208 99.27%

5. Social Policy

and Integrated

Service Delivery

R366 378 R156 469 R24 444 R150 056 R29 782 360 751 98.46%

233 108

932Total 
R234 972

118

R54 543

044

R52 719

700

R63 691

711

R62 154

478
99.21%

Expenditure per quarter Percentage

% Spent

 
 
Table 1 above indicates a good financial expenditure, despite some underspending, across all 
programmes per quarter.  Underspending related to the following reasons: 

• Programme 1: normal staff turnover and operational savings during the financial year. 

• Programme 2: Old Age and Child Support grants for which less than expected 
beneficiaries applied and being paid during the financial year.  

• Programme 3: net effect of the non-establishment of the Inspectorate as a result of the 
delay in the approval of the Social Assistance Bill in Cabinet during the 3rd quarter of the 
2021/22 financial year. 

• Programme 4: Covid-19 restrictions resulting in less travelling, accommodation and 
outreach programs for the financial year as well as payments to National Councils denied 
as a result of non-compliance. 

• Programme 5: operational savings on events and outreach programmes scheduled 
during the financial year as a result of Covid-19 restrictions. 

 
According to the National Treasury report and as was presented to the Committee by the 
Department during quarters 1 – 3 reporting, Programme 1 had an unauthorised expenditure of 
R54.4 million due to the operation costs of the toll-free hotline for the special Covid 19 SRD grant, 
with an estimated cost of R3 million per month. The efforts to be reimbursed by SASSA were not 
successful.  
 
5. OVERVIEW OF NON-FINANNCIAL PERFORMANCE 
 
This section focuses on Department’s non-financial performance for the fourth quarter of 2021/22 
financial year using the 2021/22 Annual Performance Plan (APP) as a benchmark. As can be 
seen from Figure 2 below, for the 4th quarter of 2021/22, the department set itself of total of 64 
targets and managed to achieve 45 (70%). A total of 19 (or 30 percent) of set targets were not 
met. These targets were incorporated into the plans for 2022/2023 financial year. In quarter 3, it 
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had the highest performance of 86% because six (6) targets that were achieved in this quarter 
were planned for the fourth quarter.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: DSD overall performance per quarter between April 2021 and March 2022 

 
 
Table 2: Achievement of targets per programme: Quarter 4 of 2021/2022 

Programme No. of targets 
achieved 

No. of targets not 
achieved 

Total targets % 
Performance 

Programme 1 7 5 12 58% 

Programme 2 1 0 1 100% 

Programme 3 7 3 10 70% 

Programme 4 14 8 22 64% 

Programme 5 16 3 19 84% 

Total targets 45 19 64 70% 
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As shown in Table 2, Programme 1 and 4 had the lowest achievement of targets, respectively, 
compared to other programmes. This is despite Programme implementing the core constitutional 
mandate of the Department.  
 
 
 
The important targets that were achieved included the following:  

• Produced a fieldwork report on an Evaluation of the Food Distribution Hybrid Model as 
planned. 

• Developed an Electronic Monitoring System for selected Social Development Sector 
programmes as planned.  

• Implemented the Donor Management Strategy. 

• Revised and completed a draft policy on Integrating Children’s Grant Beneficiaries with 
Government services. 

• Finalised a pilot report on the implementation for Guidelines on Community Based 
Prevention and Early intervention services to vulnerable children. 

• Finalised a pilot report on the implementation of the Inter-Sectoral Protocol on the 
Prevention and Management of Violence against Children, Child abuse, Neglect and 
Exploitation. 

• Capacitated social workers to provide adoption services in order to ensure that the 
adoption services are accessible to even people who do not have means. 

• Developed a draft ECD Quality Assurance and Support System.  

• Produced quarterly monitoring reports to determine the increase in the number of 
children accessing ECD services were received from provinces. 

 
Among the targets not achieved, the Department did not achieve the following targets: 

• Draft Regulations on the amended Fund-Raising legislation could not be completed 
because the processing of the Bill by Parliament has not been concluded. 

• The Policy on Social Development Services to Persons with Disabilities was not 
submitted to Cabinet for approval. It was critical to obtain executive buy-in before tabling 
the Policy at the Social Cluster and Cabinet for approval. Furthermore, SEIAS 
certification is a requirement for presentation of the Policy to Cabinet. Final SEIAS 
approval and certification was granted only in March 2022. 

• The Social Service Practitioners Draft Bill was not submitted to Cabinet due the 
dependency of Office of the Chief State Law Adviser (OCSLA) for final certification of the 
Bill.  

• The Victim Support Services Bill was also not submitted to Cabinet for approval due to 
delays in responding to OCSLA comments and recommendations because of lack of 
capacity within Legal Services Unit.  

• Public consultations on the Green Paper on Comprehensive Social Security were not 
held. However, refinements to the green paper commenced and a Cabinet memo was 
submitted. The Green Paper was gazetted for public consultations on 18 August 2021 
and subsequently withdrawn on 31 August 2021. The withdrawal was to allow the 
Department to provide better clarity on some of the technical aspects of the proposals 
which were not well understood. Many stakeholders misrepresented the proposals, 
particularly on the National Social Security Fund and fiscal implications and options for a 
basic income grant. This work is continuing in the 2022/23 financial year.  

 
6. COMMITTEE DELIBERATIONS AND OBSERVATIONS  
 

• The Committee congratulated the Department for finalising the Monitoring and Evaluation 
system and reducing the irregular, fruitless and wasteful expenditure. It however, wanted 
to know the reason it was not successful in recouping the R54.4 million unauthorised 
expenditure from the South African Social Security Agency (SASSA) that resulted from 
operational costs of the Covid 19 hotline?  
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The Department explained that it struggled to get reimbursement from SASSA because 
SASSA had to first had to go through the procurement process. The Department ended 
up paying the costs but it will eventually claim the amount from SASSA. 
 

• It wanted to know what the Draft Sector Strategy for employment of social workers aims 
to address and how is it different to other existing strategies? It made reference to the 
march of the social workers to the Union Building highlighting the plight of the 9 000 
unemployed social workers.  
 
The Department reminded the Committee that in 2019 the Cabinet took a resolution for 
relevant department to employ social workers. However, in practice these departments 
see the employment of social workers as the primary responsibility of DSD.  
 
Thus the Sector Strategy aims to reinforce the Cabinet resolution by assisting the sector 
departments to understand their needs for social service professionals. It is also 
broadening the scope of the entire cohort of social service professionals. In addition, the 
Department has taken a responsibility to mobilise funding from National Treasury for the 
employment of social workers both by DSD and sector departments. This is because 
these departments tend to prioritise their core mandates when allocating their budgets. It 
was expecting a response from National Treasury by end of September 2022 for its bid of 
R9 billion. Thus far National Treasury has seen the challenge of shortage of social 
workers and appreciates the fact that social workers are the first point of call to address 
social ills compared to police, for example.  
 
The Department has also taken an approach that the funds be ring-fenced and it will 
monitor their expenditure by the sector departments. The strategy is also addressing the 
increase in social ills by regulating for a working relationship between DSD and local 
government as local government can be a major recruiter of the social service 
professionals. The Sector Strategy will be revised to include employment of retired social 
workers. 
 

• The Committee wanted to know when the draft Policy on Maternal Benefits and the draft 
Policy Linking Child Support Grant beneficiaries to government services will be finalised?  

 
The Department reported that it was still consulting on them and the reason it was taking 
longer was that the consultation involved other four (4) departments. It needed to obtain 
the support from these departments before it tables them to Parliament. It envisages to 
finalise the process by end of the current financial year.  
 

• The Committee further raised a concern that what is seen on paper is good but the 
outcomes are not felt on the grounds, particularly with regard to the increase in 
substance abuse, GBVF and violence against children. This raises a concern that these 
plans may not be effective in addressing these social ills. 
 

The Department explained that GBVF is an intersectoral matter that is led by the 
Department of Youth, Children and People with Disabilities and so the impact will be 
realised when all the departments work together. DSD implements Pillar 4 of the National 
Strategic Plan on GBV and it is currently targeting institutions of higher learning. It is 
providing prevention and trauma counselling. It also has programmes targeting men and 
boys.  

 
Substance abuse is also a multisectoral issue guided by the National Drug Master Plan 
(2019 – 2024), which identifies 13 key departments. DSD is working with the Medical 
Research Council (MRC) whose research revealed that the country has a serious problem 
of underage drinking. It has also developed a programme of action (POA) and has 
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submitted it to Cabinet. The POA highlights the problem of poor regulations of taverns and 
advertising, which is mainly in the domain of the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI). It 
is also upscaling access to substance abuse treatment programmes. It noted that 
prevention programmes on curbing substance abuse and GBV have long term outcomes. 

 

• The Committee also wanted an update on the payment of the SRD grant. Also if the Child 
Support Grant (CS) Top Up grant also stop when the child turns 18 years, whereas the 
Foster Child Grant (FCG) can be paid until the child turns 21 years. 
 
The Department explained that the grant ends at 18 years because it builds on the 
current CSG which ends at 18 years. 
 

• The Committee also wanted to know what caused the delay in the finalisation and 
submission of the Policy on Social Development Services to Persons with Disabilities to 
Cabinet for approval. It was concerned about the impact this will have on services to 
people with disabilities.  
  
The Department explained that it took time to develop the policy and it has been a legacy 
project. It was earlier rejected by the social cluster. The cluster advised that the 
Department needed to wait first for the White Paper on Disability to be finalised. Now that 
the White Paper was finalised the policy was revised and re-submitted to the social 
cluster. The Policy is a review of the previous policy so services to people with disabilities 
continue to be provided at a provincial level.  
 

• The Committee also sought clarity on the capacity issues at the Office of the Chief State 
Law Advisor and what interventions, maybe from Parliament, may be taken to prevent 
delays in processing referred amendment Bills.  
 

• It wanted to know what the Department was doing to address internal inefficiencies that 
resulted in targets not being met? 
 
The Department reported that it has been working on fostering a shared organisational 
culture and a corporate culture and this has assisted it in keeping track on the 
implementation of programmes. Procurement patterns and operational plans are also 
closely monitored. It also developed standard operating procedures for business units. 
 
 

• The Committee commended the Department for implementing development programmes 
to capacitate its officials as they deal with very complex issues. It wanted to know how 
often are these programmes are implemented?  

 
The Department explained that it capacitates and monitors implementation of policies by 
provinces. It made reference to the 2019 UNISA study conducted in Mpumalanga that 
revealed that programmes implemented have had impact on the ground.  
 

• It noted that the Department adjudicated 97.96% cases within 90 days. It wanted to know 
what the appeals were mainly for? 
 
The Department explained that even though it would be ideal to have lesser appeals but 
it is a constitutional right for applicants who are not happy with the decision of SASSA to 
lodge an appeal. Ninety- percent (90%) of the adjudication processes confirmed that 
SASSA’s decisions were lawful and procedurally fair. Ninety-five percent (95%) of the 
received appeals were medical appeals related to the Disability Grant and Care 
Dependency Grant mainly from people with chronic diseases who keep on applying. This 
raises a question that will need to be explored with the Department of Health on what 
services can be provided to people with chronic illnesses. 
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• It further wanted to know if the research that reported that there are 150 000 orphaned 
children due to Covid 19 has any impact on the work of the Department. 
 
The Department responded that it had no understanding of the magnitude of these 
orphans, except the number of people applying for the FCG. The study estimated the 
number of orphans based on how the HIV/AIDS pandemic resulted in a large increase of 
orphans. The Department was embarking on an audit to identify and locate these 
orphans, identify who is taking care of them and determine if they are in need of care and 
protection. 
 
 

• The Department was requested to provide the Committee with a list of all fruitless and 
wasteful expenditure cases. 
 

• The Committee wanted to know if there is an exit plan for the beneficiaries of the 
Community Nutrition Development Centres (CNDCs)?  
 
The Department explained that CNDCs have a development arm which is guided by a 
framework which requires beneficiaries to be skilled. Beneficiaries are trained in 
agricultural farming and the Department creates market for them. The Department is also 
planning on establishing CNDCs in informal settlements. 
 

• The Committee reiterated its concern that the Department’s website does not have latest 
policies and regulations. 
 
The Department acknowledged that its website is not user friendly and the matter has 
been taken to Bid Adjudication Committee (BAC) to start the bidding process for a 
service provider. 
 

• It raised a concern in relation to challenges children with disabilities are faced with 
regarding gaining access to schools. It wanted to know what discussions the Department 
had with the Department of Basic Education to address this? 
 

• It also raised a concern that there were issues that it had raised with the Department but 
have not been addressed, such as the R8.2 million budget for NPOs. There is no clarity 
on the value for money and impact of the programmes and services rendered by the 
NPO sector. The Minister had also raised this as a concern. Has the Department 
conducted any cost benefit analysis on the funds spent on the NPOs?  
 
 The Department reported that it has finalised the development of terms of reference for 
the cost benefit analysis study.  
 

• It wanted an update on the development and implementation of the Electronic Monitoring 
System for selected Social Development Sector Programmes.  
 
The Department explained that this is a 3-year project that required substantial work to 
be done before it was developed to understand the infrastructural needs. In the current 
financial year, the system was piloted in 3 provinces which revealed some challenges 
with the system that need to be corrected. The Department is working with the service 
provider to develop an implementation plan, which will outline the tools of trade, capacity 
of capturers and cost implications. 
 

Report to be noted. 
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